
Candidate Name Michelle Ikoma

Running for 1 or 2
years?

1

Desired
Committees

Finance, Policy

Development
related experience
and skills

N/A

Finance related
experience and
skills

- Undergraduate degree in Business Administration with a
concentration in Finance
- Master’s level coursework and practicum experience in developing
grant funding proposals and reports, including creating budgets and
impact summaries for non-profit organizations
- Eighteen months of experience working as a data analyst at
marketing and sales corporation, with many roles requiring thorough
understanding of our division’s finances. Specific responsibilities
included:

- Coordinating with senior business leaders on P&L statement
review and business financials

- Building data-driven models to analyze current business trends
and areas of opportunity in diverse domains, including sales
compensation, inbound call routing, and outbound dialing strategy

- Developing dynamic short and long-term staffing plans, which
accounted for seasonal volume fluctuations, near-term SPIFF targets,
and training resource constraints

Policy related
experience and
skills

- Master of Public Health degree, including multiple master’s level
courses in health policy
- Current experience collaborating with a small team of graduate
students to spearhead an initiative aimed at implementing a
university-wide policy that protects students who have experienced
trauma. This work has entailed:

- Drafting and revising a 15-page proposal outlining protocols for
protecting students’ well-being in the aftermath of racial, political, or
mental health trauma

- Engaging in frequent collaborative discussions to address key
details of policy to maximize stakeholder buy-in without compromising
protection for students

- Strategizing best approach to gaining buy-in for proposal from
key administrators

- Engaging in discussions with UNC leadership to discuss and
develop plan for policy implementation
- NAIGC member since 2014, with insight into organization pre- and
post-restructure
- Extensive experience working in health care organizations as a



certified nursing assistant and medical provider in training, roles in
which clear communication and attention to detail are essential

Nonprofit and
Board related
experience and
skills

Although I do not have direct experience working for a non-profit, I
believe that my educational background and the skills and experiences
that I’ve gained over the past 10 years will transfer well to being an
NAIGC board member. In my first job out of college, we subcontracted
with Fortune 500 companies, and stakeholder engagement was key to
sustaining profitable operations. In addition, my role entailed acting as
a liaison between our frontline sales representative and behind the
scenes sales support team, which taught me how to communicate
effectively with a diverse team of people with unique goals, educational
backgrounds, and lived experiences. More recently, I worked with a
team designing a mobile phone application to support the mental health
of healthcare workers during the COVID-19 pandemic. This work was
entirely grant funded and depended on building relationships with key
funders and other partners. Likewise, given our modest budget,
strategically allocating our funds and the time and energy of our staff
was essential. Moreover, my undergraduate degree is in business
administration, so I understand how the key business functions of
finance, marketing, and operations must work together in every
organization.

In addition, as a soon-to-be physician, I’ve worked with countless
clinical and non-clinical teams over my past five years of graduate
education. These experiences have highlighted the importance of
effective communication and building meaningful relationships with
each person on my team. In particular, I’ve learned how valuable
expressing appreciation to my team members for even the smallest
acts can be in building community and creating a culture where
everyone feels valued and included.

Creating this kind of environment in each place where I work,
learn, and play has become among my highest priorities. I self-identify
as a person of color (POC), and although I recognize the significant
privilege I have as an Asian American, personal experiences with
racism over the past few years have motivated me to become a better
ally to other POC and underrepresented individuals. For example,
following the Atlanta shootings last March, I worked closely with a
group of graduate students to successfully advocate for expanding the
racial and ethnic diversity of the mental health providers at our
university’s counseling and psychological services center. Because
creating a truly equitable environment, where each person feels a true
sense of belonging, means ensuring representation in key leadership
and professional roles.

For me, the NAIGC has been this place where I’ve felt welcome
and unconditionally supported, and my love for the organization and
sport motivates me to apply for a board position. I found NAIGC
gymnastics after an injury during my final year of NCAA competition
prevented me from competing on floor exercise. Back in 2014, I
emailed the UNC Club Gymnastics co-presidents asking if I could
compete with their team at NAIGC Nationals so that I could do “one last



floor routine.” Eight years later, I could not imagine my life without adult
gymnastics, which has been made possible by the NAIGC.
Participation in sports, and in gymnastics in particular, offers countless
benefits to individuals’ physical, mental, and emotional well-being, and I
want to be part of expanding opportunities to do gymnastics to a
broader audience. Although my joints remind me daily that I’m not
getting any younger, the unconditionally supportive community of
people that I’ve found as an NAIGC gymnast makes the decision to
continue the sport a no-brainer. Everyone deserves to have a place
where they are celebrated for exactly who they are, and I would love to
be part of creating more spaces like these through the NAIGC.

Interested Board
Leadership
positions

N/A

Leadership related
experience and
skills

- Participated in the Carolina Leadership Academy (CLA), a structured
leadership development program, during 5 years as a NCAA
student-athlete; earned CLA's highest designation of ""Leader of
Distinction"" by achieving a score >105/120 on a 360-degree evaluation
- Served as team captain of University of North Carolina Varsity
Gymnastics team during senior year
- Chosen as a voice for more than 800 student-athletes as a
Student-Athlete Advisory Council (SAAC) member (4 years); nominated
by Associate Athletic Director to serve as Co-President of SAAC during
senior year
- Served as the point-person for a team of 40+ sales representatives,
resolving conflicts and answering questions related to compensation,
data discrepancies, and sales process issues before they escalated
into problems

Strategic planning
related
experiences and
skills

I've gained experience in strategic planning through leadership roles
that I've played in advocacy work and extracurricular activities
throughout medical school. In addition to experiences highlighted
previously, I co-lead the development of a peer support program in the
UNC School of Medicine, providing a unifying vision and collaborating
with key stakeholders to outline a clear plan for implementing the
program. In doing so, we were intentional about choosing a diverse
team of peer supporters to help promote equity and combat systemic
racism endemic to our medical education system.


